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What do you do 

when you lose a 

piece of  your heart?
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This is not how my life was 

supposed to be.

In many ways, the death of  your child can make it seem as if  you have 
been dropped into a foreign land – a dark, overwhelming jungle – with 
no maps or guideposts to show you how to reach a stable, familiar 
place. 

Parents who have suffered the death of  a child – no matter what age – 
know that it is a loss unlike any other.  It is one of  the most devastating 
losses you can endure.  It takes away the one you love most, isolates 
you from your partner and family, and diminishes the attention you 
give your other children.  Nothing can ever prepare you for the 
magnitude of  your anguish and immobilizing grief.

In the midst of  this emotional storm, a thousand questions come up.  
What could I have done to prevent this?  Why did this have to happen?  
What will happen to us?

You realize that your life is permanently changed and that nothing will 
ever be the same.  You lose you hopes, dreams, expectations, fantasies, 
and wishes for your child.  With them, you lose a part of  yourself, your 
family, and your future.

Grief  Counseling Can Help You
Each of  us has to make our own way through this foreign land of  grief.  
However, an experienced companion to the bereaved and the 
terminally ill, such as Worth Kilcrease, can walk beside you to help you 
find your way and overcome the obstacles on your journey.  He will be 
there as you work through the three fundamentals of  mourning – 
making meaning out of  your experience; learning how to live in a new 
world without your child; and finding a new, special place in your heart 
for your child – to get to stable, solid ground.

Meaning Making
Meaning making involves addressing questions such as: What have I 
learned about myself, the world, and my relationship to that world as a 
result of  this experience?  How can I make sense out of  all of  this?  

Learning to Live in the World
Over time, your life became interwoven with your child’s.  You readily 
and willingly accepted the roles and responsibilities of  a parent.  
However, when your child dies you may no longer know how to 
operate.  You have to learn how to redefine your roles, responsibilities 
and life.  You have to find out who you are now.

Reintegration
When your child is no longer here physically, to maintain that 
important connection you have to reintegrate him or her into your 
being.  As hard as it may seem, you can create a special place in your 
heart where he or she will always reside and be with you.


